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motion (gantry period = 2x motion period) are the most challenging, 
since each position of the sphere, along its trajectory, is imaged 
under the same angle during the whole acquisition. In this particular 
setting, motion information is missing in the MV-CT (see figure) and 
non-negligible registration errors were observed in LR tumor motion 
(>4.4 mm) with all methods. No significant registration errors have 
been observed for other motions. 
 
Figure. Illustration of a sphere motion in the LR direction with 
amplitude of 20 mm: (a) kV images of the sphere motion with a period 
of 5 s (ITV mask is represented in yellow); (b) MV images for the same 
motion, with the translation vector (in red) from the SSD method and 
(c) MV images for a sphere motion when no resonance effect occurs 
(period of 4 s). 
Conclusions: As long as the breathing period is different from 5 s, 
positioning based on averaged images ofthe tumor may reduce 
uncertainties related to daily baseline shifts, and thus margins, 
regardless of the registration method.  
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Purpose/Objective: With growing interest in the use of magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) for radiotherapy treatment planning (RTP), 
the distortions associated with this modality need to be measured and 
their clinical impact understood. This work has measured system-
related geometric distortion for different MRI scanners and imaging 
sequences and placed this in context of radiotherapy treatment 
positions.  
Materials and Methods: An MRI phantom designed to meet AAPM 
standards was imaged on two different MRI scanners. The phantom 
was a square PMMA phantom filled with water, with outer dimensions 
of 330.2 x 330.2 x 101.6 mm3 and containing a 2D grid pattern. The 
first MRI scanner was a Siemens 3 T Verio with a 70 cm bore and the 
second was a Philips 1.5 T Intera Achieva Nova Dual with a 60 cm 
bore. A number of acquisition sequences including variations of both 
spin echo and gradient echo sequences with appropriate T1 and T2 
weightings were investigated. On the Siemens scanner, the sequences 
were performed both with and without the application of a 2D 
correction algorithm. Assessment of the distortion present in the 
individual images was determined by comparing the position of grid 
points in the MR images to that of CT verified, known positions. The 
distortion analysis was performed using in house developed software 
(MATLAB). The significance of the distortion for different radiotherapy 
treatment sites was evaluated by ascertaining the treatment positions 
of critical structures relative to the MRI isocentre.  
Results: Results demonstrated a considerable variation between 
different sequences and scanners.Mean differences on the Verio 
scanner ranged from 0.69±0.49 to 1.32±0.78 mm whilst the maximum 
difference ranged from 2.39±0.70 to 4.19±0.44 mm with the 2D 
correction applied. Without the correction algorithm, distortion values 
were 1.19±0.86 to 1.94±1.49 mm for the mean differences and 
3.19±0.70 to 6.57±0.44 mm for the maximum differences. On the 
Intera Achieva scanner average differences ranged from 0.51±0.46 to 
1.12±0.89 mm whilst the maximum ranged from 3.33±0.70 to 
8.42±0.29 mm. The maximum distortions were predominately found to 
increase with the increasing distance from the isocentre. For breast 
radiotherapy treatments,the maximum position of the breast 
257.3±38.5 mm from the isocentre for a 70 cm MRI bore. Whilst 
maximum distortions exceeded 2 mm for all of the sequences 
investigated, the phantom didn't allow for measurements from 
isocentre to these points relative to breast therapy. The distortion 
information obtained was limited by the design of the phantom 
utilised in the study and as a result, work is currently under way in 
order to design an MRI distortion phantom for RTP investigations. 
 
  
Conclusions: The degree of MRI distortion varies with the radial 
distance from the isocentre and therefore its impact on RTP is site 
specific. This distortion is also dependant on scanner and sequence 
applications.The clinical impact of these distortion values needs to be 
assessed, particularly for the higher values.  
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Purpose/Objective: Target volumes change during fractionated 
radiotherapy (RT). We propose and evaluate an automated approach 
to project a 3D-segmentation set of the prostate into the subsequent 
imaging sets at any time point during RT by using intensity-based 
image registration techniques. 
Materials and Methods: Sequential CT sets during RT of patients 
presenting carcioma of the prostate were used. Five doctors outlined 
the prostate in a blinded fashion, defining intra-observer and inter-
observer variability. Manual segmentation variability was compared to 
both automated affine and elastic registration, using a hierarchical 
enhanced non-rigid registration algorithm (HERA). HERA (Andronach et 
al. Medical Image Analysis 2008) compensated for spatial changes of 
the prostate over time (i.e. during RT) by estimating both an affine 
and an elastic spatial transformation that optimizes an image 
similarity measure (i.e. cross correlation) extracted directly from the 
image intensities. This specific registration algorithm uses a 
hierarchical strategy in which the images to be registered are 
progressively and adaptively subdivided into smaller finite sub-regions 
that are locally affine registered. The local variations were used for 
subsequent adaptations and corrections. 
Results: The overall mean inter-observer variability of the affine 
registration was 2.76 ± 1.4 mm for the affine registration and 2.16 ± 
2.26 mm for the elastic registration. These values were comparable to 
the inter-observer variability of target volume definition by manual 
segmentation (1.52 ± 1.40 mm). The maximal deviation of 15.4mm for 
the inter-observer segmentation was reduced to 10.5mm by the affine 
registration and to 8.0 mm by the elastic registration. The propagated 
contours by elastic registration were inside the confidence interval of 
the mean of the manually segmented contours in larger regions than 
with affine registration (p < 0.05). 
Conclusions: An elastic registration algorithm as HERA can perform 
the prostate volume reassessment for repetitive CT during RT for the 
purpose of position verification, thus target volume adjustment and 
on-line plane reoptimization allows to minimize PTV margins. The 
inter- and intra-observer deviations were greater or similar to the 
variance of the population formed by deviations in contouring for the 
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non-rigid registration in very large regions of the prostate. 
Furthermore, the maximal deviation of non-rigid registration was 
superior to the inter-observer variability in the three directions. 
Elastic target volume propagation is an attractive strategy which 
merits further investigations and clinical implermentation in the 
treatment workflow for the purpose of adaptive RT. 
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Purpose/Objective: IGRT with on-board cone-beam CT (CBCT) for 
radiation therapy delivery devices offers the potential for adaptive 
therapy and dose replanning. 
In order to use the CBCT images to calculate the dose distribution, it 
is necessary to convert image pixels from an arbitrary gray scale to 
Hounsfield Unit (HU). A method for this conversion is reported 
together with its validation and some preliminary patient’s 
applications. 
Materials and Methods: The treatment unit was an Elekta Synergy 
equipped with an XVI (v.n.4.2.1) on board CBCT imager. All images 
were analysed with ImageJ v.n.1.44 and the dose distribution was 
calculated on a RTPS Elekta Oncentra External Beam (OEB) v.n. 4.1. 
The gray level to HU conversion for CBCT images was obtained using a 
Catphan 600 phantom (The Phantom Laboratory, USA) with a 
reference acquisition protocol with medium FOV (M20), 120kV, 360° 
and 621mAs. CBCT images were analyzed and the mean value of the 
ROIs centred in the middle of the insert was plotted versus the 
expected HU, thus obtaining a conversion function. This function was 
tested on a CBCT image of a cylindrical phantom filled with water 
with three inserts of different materials (PTFE, PMMA, LDPE). Two 
opposite square beams centred in the middle of the phantom were 
applied and the dose distribution was calculated with a fixed number 
of monitor units. The horizontal and vertical dose profiles traced 
through the centre of the inserts in the axial plane were compared in 
terms of absolute dose with the same obtained from a standard CT 
phantom image. The mean dose (Dmean) of each insert was also 
evaluated. The conversion function was applied on CBCT images of ten 
patients treated with complex 3DCRT and IMRT H&N plans too. CT- 
andCBCT-based plans were compared as proposed by ICRU 50/62 and 
ICRU 83 in terms of ConformityIndex (CI) for PTV and dose near 
maximum (D2%) and the Dmean for OARs. The mean percentage 
differences (D%) between each parameter were evaluated. 
Results: The conversion function (Fig.1) was found linear with a 
correlation coefficient greater than 0.99. Replanning on the 
cylindrical phantom shows a mean percentage difference for each 
profile ≤1.1% and a variation on Dmean in all inserts <3%. The mean 
percentage difference (D%)between parameters characterizing CT- 
and CBCT-based plans is summarized in table 1; all values are less 
than 5%. 
 
Conclusions: CBCT images can be converted in terms of HU, even if it 
needs a dedicated procedure. Re-planning on patients using CBCT 
images showed a substantial agreement with doses evaluated on the 
reference CT image. Differences are present on very small organs, 
(i.e. optic nerve) mainly due to the difficulty to re-draw the same 
contours on the CBCT images. 
A simple recalculation of a plan on a CBCT can be a good indicator of 
the need for replanning if changes in patient’s anatomy are 
unacceptable. 
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Purpose/Objective: Cancer response to treatment is mainly assessed 
by the methods of visual assessment, measuring anatomic tumor size 
reduced and classifying tumor shrinkage according to standard 
criteria. Accumulating studies suggested that 18F-FDG PET SUV can be 
used in assessing response to combined radiochemotherapy. The aim 
of this study was to propose and evaluate gray level histogram and 
texture features information provided by 18F-FDG PET to assess 
patient’s response to radiochemotherapy in non-small cell lung 
cancer. 
Materials and Methods: Twelve patients with newly diagnosed NSCLC 
treated with combined radiochemotherapy were involved in this 
study. Patients were categoried under three headings (nonresponders, 
partial responders or complete responders) by experienced 
radiologists according to Response Evaluation Criteria. We analyzed 
the percentage variation of gray value in each gray level or on the 
whole using histogram analysis approach charactering tumor region 
global change on PET. Texture parameters variation between 
pretreatment and 1 month after treatment completion which describe 
local voxel-spatial distribution and were computed on gray level co-
occurrence matrix (GLCM) were investigated. Correlation between 
characteristics’ variation and three types response status were 
analyzed. 
Results: The uniformity degree of gray level histogram on the whole 
and the maximum percentage decrease of histogram was well 
associated with tumor shrinkage and response status. These derived 
indices were capable to differentiate three groups tumor response to 
radiochemotherapy. Texture parameters’ variation characterizing 
local tumor metabolism were able to differentiate the response 
considering their correlation with regional response to 
radiochemotherapy. 
Conclusions: We demonstrated that histogram and texture analysis 
methods on baseline 18F-FDG PET scans provided robust, discriminative 
stratification in assessing response to combined radiochemotherapy 
and may have a good application prospect in clinical practice.  
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Purpose/Objective: Because of temporal variations of the anatomy of 
the patients during radiotherapy treatments, may be necessary to 
deform images so as to merge them into a cohesive dataset for 
applying all different dose distributions relative to each series. We 
explore a technique to experimentally validate deformable dose 
algorithms by calculating 3D dose distributions under the condition of 
deformation in different phantoms, using a commercial software for 
deformable image registration.  
Materials and Methods: Firstly, two cylindrical phantoms were 
compared and deformable fusion was performed on the bigger 
phantom to the smaller one. Both cylindrical phantom images were 
acquired with a slice thickness of 3 mm and sent to VelocityAI imaging 
system software to perform the deformable registration between the 
two series of images. At the inner of the bigger phantom two artificial 
structures, simulating respectively a Planning Target Volume and an 
Organ at Risk, were contoured. A simple box technique on the bigger 
phantom was planned delivering 2 Gy at the isocenter with Masterplan 
Treatment Planning System and 6 MV photons beam was used. Another 
treatment plan with the same intent (i.e. deliver 2 Gy at isocenter 
with same planning technique) was performed on the smaller phantom 
on the structures modified by deformable registration (Planned Dose, 
PD). Resulting isodoses were compared with that created by 
deforming isodoses on the smaller phantom (Deformable Dose, DD). 
